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QUESTION 1

A production Operator is executing work order in your plant. After completing move transactions, he notices that he has
performed some incorrect move operations, including incorrect scrap and reject transactions. He is required to perform
a reverse transaction to correct the errors. The operations are not count point enabled and not auto charged. Identify the
four transactions to correct this situation. 

A. Reverse from reject to ready. 

B. Reverse from scrap to ready. 

C. Reverse resources charged to a work order. 

D. Reverse material issued to a work order. 

E. Reverse at an operation. 

F. Reverse the product at the last operation. 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

 

QUESTION 2

You want to use a predefined Standard Operation in a Work Definition, but you also want to change the usage of the
Standard Operation resource. Identify the setup required. 

A. Deselect the Referenced check box while adding the standard operation to the work definition and change the usage
manually. 

B. Select the Referenced check box while adding the standard operation to the work definition and change the usage
manually. 

C. Use the Transfer and Edit Standard Operation functionality to edit the resource usage. 

D. Use a Resource exception for the resource and alter its usage. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

To reduce the subassembly stock with no impact on material planning of child components of the 

subassemblies stock, you need to modify the multilevel item structure of a product. 

Identify the action that meets this requirement. 

A. Change the Supply Type = Push in Item definition and Work Definition, for subassemblies having high inventory
stock. 
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B. Change the Supply Type = Phantom in Item definition and Work Definition, for subassemblies having high inventory
stock. 

C. Change the Supply Type = Assembly Pull in Item definition and Work Definition, for subassemblies having high
inventory stock. 

D. Change the Supply Type = Operation Pull in Item definition and Work Definition, for subassemblies having high
inventory stock. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A Production Supervisor queries a Work Order (WO-1025) from the manage Work Orders page. On the 

Entering Edit Work Order: WO-1025 page, he finds General Information, Operations and History tab, but 

not the Reservations tab. 

Identify the two reasons that can cause the Reservations tab not to be displayed. 

A. Work Order (WO-1025) is not a Configured item Work Order. 

B. Work Order (WO-1025) is not a Back-to-Back Work Order. 

C. Work Order (WO-1025) is not a Drop-Ship Work Order. 

D. Work Order (WO-1025) is not a Pick-to-order Work Order. 

E. Work Order (WO-1025) is not a Plan-to-produce Work Order. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

In a manufacturing plant, the work definition and rate plans of Material, Resource, and Overhead of an assembly have
been defined as required. A cost accountant created different scenarios to represent different manufacturing and cost
assumptions and compare the results. When the cost assumptions are finalized, the cost accountant is expected to
publish the cost scenario to cost accounting. Identify three process steps that the cost accountant has to perform to
transfer the assembly to cost accounting in frozen type. 

A. Publish cost planning scenario to Accounting. 

B. Build cost planning scenario and perform cost roll up. 

C. Create Accounting Distributions. 

D. Transfer transactions from production to Costing. 

E. Define a cost planning scenario with Material, Resource, Overhead cost plans, and work definition. 
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F. Transfer Transactions from Inventory to Costing. 

Correct Answer: CEF 

 

QUESTION 6

A plant operates three continuous daily shifts of eight hours each for five days in a week. One unit of the resource R1
within the plant is assigned for two shifts to work area W1. On a particular day in a given week, due to unscheduled
maintenance that needed to be performed on the resource R1, it was not available for two hours during each of the
assigned shifts. Determine the available capacity of the resource R1 for that week. 

A. 78 hours 

B. 76 hours 

C. 60 hours 

D. 70 hours 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

A Manufacturing Engineer in a plant is creating an alternative manufacturing process for an item using its existing Work
Definitions. After copying from the existing Work Definition WD1 to the alternative Work Definition WD2, the engineer
finds that the operation items were not copied in the alternative manufacturing process WD2. Identify the reason. 

A. The Production Priority was not populated in the new Work Definition WD2 during creation. 

B. The Item and Structure Name in the existing Work Definition WD1 were retained in the new Work Definition WD2 as
well during creation. 

C. The Item and Structure Name were changed in the new Work Definition WD2 during creation. 

D. The Start Data was not populated in the new Work Definition WD2 during creation. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

In a manufacturing plant, two purchase components P1 and P2 and a resource R1 are required to assemble a product.
The cost of the assembly is calculated by using the standard costing method. The work definition and resource rates of
the assembly have been defined as required. A cost accountant is estimating cost of the assembly, analyzing rolled-up
costs before finally publishing estimates as frozen standards to cost accounting by using a cost planning scenario. While
reviewing rolled up costs, the extended costs of purchase components are not included in a rolled-up scenario. Identify
the reason. 

A. Purchase components P1 and P2 are not associated with Material cost plan of the cost planning scenario. 

B. Costs for purchase components P1 and P2 are not defined in cost accounting. 
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C. Create Accounting was not initiated. 

D. Create Accounting Distributions was not initiated. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

You are monitoring the production status on your shop floor. The production operator informs you that a particular
resource that was not functioning for the past week is now back in operation. Which option shows the steps to quickly
release the work orders affected by this operation, which were put on hold using the mobile application? 

A. Select the infotile On Hold> Select a work order you want to release> Select the work order operation on hold >
Swipe left on the work order name> Tap or click the Release action, and click OK 

B. Select the infotile On Hold> Select a work order you want to release> Swipe left on the work order name> Tap or
click the Release action, and click OK 

C. Select the infotile Unreleased> Select a work order you want to release>Swipe left on the work order name> Tap or
click the Release action, and click OK 

D. Select the infertile Dispatch List> Select a work order operation you want to release> Swipe left on the work order
name> Tap or click the Release action, and click OK 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Your customer is a light assembly manufacturing company that doesn\\'t require shop floor control. A manufacturing
engineer wants to generate a work definition automatically for some items, and wants to eliminate the explicit
maintenance of work definitions. Which three steps must be completed and verified in the Work Definition area? 

A. Ensure the predefined work definition name ORA_MAIN name is active. 

B. Select a resource that is to be used in automatic work definition by enabling the attribute Default for automatic work
definition. 

C. Select a standard operation that is to be used in automatic work definition by enabling the attribute Default for
automatic work definition. 

D. Ensure the item is a standard item with a secondary item structure. 

E. Ensure there is only one default standard operation at a given point in time. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 11

The Plant Manager informs you that they have bought several machines for their manufacturing plant ABC. The plant
has been set up with a separate cost element set ABC in Manufacturing Cloud. You are requested to configure these
machines in such a way that those are costed to the work order for which operations are performed on these machines.
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Identify the correct setup that you will advise to the Plant Manager. 

A. Set up the machines as cost element type of "Resource" by selecting Cost Element set ABC. 

B. Set up the machines as cost element type of "Overhead" by selecting Cost Element set ABC. 

C. Set up the machines as cost element type of "Overhead" by selecting Cost Element set Common. 

D. Set up the machines as cost element type of "Resource" by selecting Cost Element set Common. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 12

The Cost Accountant has reported to the Production Supervisor that the Work Order transactions are not 

getting transferred to Costing. 

Identify the reason for work order transactions not getting transferred to Costing. 

A. The Manage Item Rules setup is not complete. 

B. The Costing Interfaced Attribute is enabled in the resource definition. 

C. The item was made inactive after the Work Order transaction. 

D. The Costing Interfaced Attribute is not enabled in the resource definition. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

The Manufacturing Engineer, responsible for creating and maintaining the Work Definitions, has scheduled the Process
Item Structure Changes to Work Definitions program. However, after the execution of the program the engineer did not
receive a notification with the details of the Item Structure changes. Which two reasons could cause this? 

A. The engineer does not have Data access to Items Attributes. 

B. The engineer does not have Data access to Items. 

C. The engineer does not have Data access to Manufacturing plant in which the Item Structure change was performed. 

D. The engineer does not have Data access to Item Structures. 

E. The engineer does not have the Manage Work Definitions function privilege. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 14
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Work order costs are computed based on material and resource transactions reported and the cost method of the
product. In a manufacturing plant, the production operator has completed a work order WO001 ensuring proper
materials and resource transactions. The materials are costed and resources are defined with rates. A cost accountant
has created cost accounting distributions. Upon reviewing the accounting distributions of the work order WO-001,
resources charged to the work order are missing. Identify the Concurrent Request that needs to be submitted to transfer
resource charges to cost accounting. 

A. Create accounting 

B. Transfer Transactions from Production to Costing 

C. Transfer Transactions from Inventory to Costing 

D. Transfer Costs to Cost Management 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Identify three entities that must be set up in Oracle Manufacturing Cloud to create a Work Definition for an item that will
be manufactured in-house. 

A. Operation Items 

B. Resources 

C. Production Line 

D. Operations 

E. Manufacturing Lead Time 

Correct Answer: ABD 
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